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Police arrest
student for
drug trafficking
KSP: investigation ongoing
Haley Russell
Staff writer
Kenneth Flintroy Jr.• was arrested at
3:18 p.m. Tuesday for drug trafficking and
possession of drug paraphernalia in a
parking lot near Richmond College.
The case had been
under investigation for
· months,
several
according to State
Trooper and Public
Affairs Officer for the
Kentucky State Police
(KSP) Dean Patterson.
"We had been in contact with the perpetra_ ____,!_ _ _ _ tor on two occasions
Kenneth
and I made the arrest,"
Flintroy Jr. Patterson said.
Patterson said there
Junior from
are several ways in
Louisville
which the KSP detect
suspected drug traffickers.
"There's undercover drug buys and
things like that that take place before y6u
actually charge them," Patterson said.
In most cases, the KSP procures drug
traffickers by setting up surveillance and
using ·undercover officers to purchase
drugs from the suspect. The way in which
Flintroy, junior from Louisville, was
exposed was not disclosed.
"That's proof enough that they're drug
traffickers if they're selling to police officers," Patterson said.
The KSP news releas~ states detectives
charged Flintroy with three counts of possession of drug parapherruilia after officers witnessed him selling marijuana to
another student.
Paraphernalia could range from scales
to rolling paper, Patterson said, and
where there is paraphernalia there is generally trafficking. An investigation is still
in progress. entailing students involved
with Flintroy's trafficking.
"Obviously there's a lot more that goes
into it," Patterson said. "There could be
other people being charged, it's just a matter of what else comes out of that.
In Flintroy's residential college room,
officers found several ounces of marijuana and digital scales, the KSP news
release states.
Patterson said the KSP handles hundreds of drug trafficking perpetrators' on
the collegiate level.
Kim James from the Calloway County
Circuit Court said Flintroy will appear in
court for a preliminary hearing at
9:30a.m. Wednesday.
The sentences for drug trafficking and
possession of paraphernalia generally
range from one to five years each in
prison.
James said Flintroy's bail has been set at
$25,000.
Two Murray residents were also arrested for drug-related charges at 2 p.m.
Wednesday in an investigation unrelated
to Flintroy's, officials said.
A joint investigation between the Murray Police Department. Pcnnyrile Narcotics Task Force and the KSP resulted in
the arrests of Shawna Benjamin, 31, and
Justin Tharpe, 24, according to a news
release from the Murray Pollee Department. Neither are Murray State students.
A search warrant granting officers permission to enter a residence on 11th Street
led to the fmding of a large quantity of
marijuana and more than $10,000 cash,
the news release states.
Benjamin was charged with possession
of marijuana, trafficking in marijuana
eight ounce to five pounds, possession of
drug paraphernalia and possession of controlled substance in the first . degree for
cocaine.
Tharpe received the same charges, in
addition to giving false information to a
police officer. He has other drug-related
charges pending in Tennessee, the report
states.
Benjamin and Tharpe were taken and
lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
at
hrussell@
Contact
Russell
murraystate.edu.
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The Japanese Club sells ortoaml cranes at the Curris Center to raise money for Japan. It is Japanese tradition to make cranes followlnQ disasters.

Wishful Thinking
Students raise
funds, alumnus
evacuates Japan
Nick Reside
News Editor
Disaster struck Friday. March 11 when a
9.0 magnitude earthquake and tsunami hit
the coast of eastern Japan. resulting in
thousands of deaths, injuries and missing
people.
Although halfway around the world,
Murray State students and alumni were
affected, Students and alumni are raising
money to help the relief fund.
The Japanese Club has been making and
selling origami cranes in the Curris Center
and Faculty Hall in order to raise donations.
luis Cignoni, senior from Murray, said
the organization hopes to raise $1,000 by
today.
"If it goes (well), we might do it again,"
Cignoni said.
·

He said the Japanese people make cranes
after a disaster. According to Japanese tradition, if someone folds 1,000 origami
cranes, their wish will come true.
"When Hiroshima happened, everybody
made cranes," he said. "It's something they
do when they're in trouble."
Justin Ford, alumnus from Calvert City,
Ky.. created two T-shirt designs for St8mnt
Design, the company for which he interns.
Fifty percent of the sales go to the relief
fund. He said he designed the shirts as soon
as he heard about the disaster.
"I know that a Jot of people find it kind of
hard to give away money when they don't
get something in return so 1 think that getting a cool T -shirt and then having the proceeds go to help is a give and take," Ford
said.
He said the T-shirts should remind peo·
ple Japan's need for help is long-term.
"When you wear the shirt, you're helping
to keep that fresh in people's minds," he
said.
The shirts are sold online at www.
myshirthelps.com.
Ashley Sheik, alumnus from Benton, Ky.,
was in Tokyo at the time of the earthquake.
While Tokyo was not directly affected by
the disaster, the threat of nuclear meltdown and radiation remained a cause for
concern.
"Everyone in Tokyo was hiding indoors

because of fear of radiation and you couldn't find food at grocery stores b~cause
everyone was stockpiling food to stay
indoors," Sheik said via e-mail.
Sheik said many businesses, including
his employer, Wall Street Japan, stopped
requiring their employees to come to work.
Sheik said most foreigners evacuated
immediately. while he remained.
"It was weird going through the streets
of normally crowded places in Tokyo like
Shlnjuku and there being almost no people;
it kind of had this really ominous feeling
and I was tired of just waiting inside my
apartment for the situation to get better or
worse,'" he said. "I had enough food to last
me almost two weeks, but what if I needed
,more than that? What if something happened to the water and I became unable to
drink it?"
Sheik said there was little. looting or
crime in the aftermath, despite the empty
streets and state of emergency.
He left after learning the United States
was evacuating its diplomats and recommending all U.S. citizens leave the country.
He has since returned and resumed working.
Though radiation levels are still higher
than usual, they are below a safe level, he
said.
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.

Professor explains earthquakes, tsunamis
Nick Reside
News Editor
When a tsunami devastated the eastern coast of Japan Friday,
March 11, resulting in the deaths of nearly 10,000 people, the cause
was an earthquake thousands of miles below sea level.
George Kipphut, professor and chair of the department of geo·
sciences, said the tsunami was generated when an earthquake,
which reached a 9.0 on the Richter scale, occurred on the bottom
of the ocean floor.
The shifting of tectonic plates pushed the ocean sea water up to
the surface, resulted in the wave. He said there are other ways of
generating a tsunami, but this way is the most common, he said.
Because the tsunami took only minutes to reach the shore, the
populace of Japan was caught completely off guard, Kipphut said.
He also said predicting the timing, location and magnitude of
earthquakes is a developing science.
"Tsunami waves, unlike normal watc.r waves, travel extremely
fast, 500 - 600 mph, astonishingly fast," he said. "In the open ocean,
they're very small. They reaCh the great heights of several feet or
more only when they're close to shore, when the water gets com·
pressed and forced to move upwards by the great force that's dri-

ving it along at that speed. For Japan there was virtually no warning because the earthquake which generated the tsunami was just
off the eastern shore of Japan."
Kipphut said the Richter scale, which measures earthquakes, is
an exponential scale, not ":1 linear one.
"A magnitude 9 earthquake is more than 10 times larger than a
magnitude 8 earthquake," he said. "It's an exponential, logarithmic
scale. A small change in magnitude means a big change in energy
and potential impacts.•
The 2010 earthquake that occurred in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, taking hundreds of thousands of lives was measured as a 7.0M on the
Richter scale. This earthquake was several times smaller than the
one causing the tsunami in Japan earlier this month.
Kipphut said the tsunami was caused by the largest earthquake
to ever effect Japan.
He said Japan is the most earthquake-prone area on Earth, as it is
located next to a fault line.
"Japan is as well-equipped for earthquakes as any developed
country," Kipphut said. "It's just that this was one of the largest
earthquakes ever and it,generated the tsunami, which most earthquakes do not (do)."
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@mu"ayst~te.edu.
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This week

Police Beat
' Marchl7
3'#1 p.m. An individual
requested access to the Public
' Safety Building to retrieve
personal items. Officers were
notified and, upon arrival,
spoke with the person about
University policy regarding
building access.
6:32 p.m. A caller repblted a
motor vehicle accident without injuries behind the Wellness Center. Officers were
notified.
7:21 p.m. A caller reported a
front door on the 800 block of
College Courts bad been tampered with. Officers were
notified.

Marchl8
10"35 a.m. Publie Safety
reported an individual accidentally activated an emergency callbox.

IJI& A caller reponed netleu drivers near White College. The Murray State pqtlce
were notified. Upon arrival,
an officer checked the drivers
of the vehicles and issued verbal warnings.
10 p.m. Racer Patrol requested an officer check on a door
of the South Business Butklin& because the door wOQ.Id
not lock. Officers secured the
door.

Marchl9
9-JS a.m. A caller requested
access to Roy Stewart Stadium. The Murray State Police
and the building coordinator
were notified. An information
report was taken.
10S7 a.a. A caller reponed a
fight in progress Ob the IJOO
block of College Courts. The
Murray State Police weu
notffl'fd' :attN, upon a~U
arrested Rebecca Burkeen,
freshman from Mlitriy, for
assault and fourth-degree

.......
D4l

~
p.& A caller reported

suspldou vehicles puked in
the Calloway County High

'Sebo.tl parkiQg lot. Oftkers
checked die ftbicles and
4etenailled ev~ wq
0~

Mai'CIIIO
ao.p&A~oothelOOO

bid .of CoJtige Courtt
reported q,. 1Dcked in an
apartment. IIOUtJiac was notified.
9'.17 p.m. A caller reported the
smen of smoke on the first

8oor of Sprinpr College. The

12:59 p.a The Murray State
Muttay State Police, the MurPolice served Daniel Archer,
ray Fire Department, Central
freshman from Paducah. a
Plant and the state fire marsummons concerning a previshal's office were notified.
ous incident.
9-S/ p.m. A Murny State • 9'..48 p.m. A caller reported a
Police oftlcer reported exteripossible counterfeit bill at
Winslow Cafeteria. The Muror liabts between Hester aDd
ray State Police were notified.
Jtidamoad colleges DOt work-lq. The officer requested
Oftkers took an information
Ceatral ~lant be notified.
report.

March21
~ p.&

A caUer reported
iUeplly parked vehicles. The
Murray State Police were
notified.

March22
1:27 a.m. A caller reported
people imokina marijuana
near Elizabeth Collep. The
Murray State PoHce were
notified and, upon arrival, the
people were gone.
10:26 a.m. A caller reported a
suspicious penon neu the
Price Doyle Pine Arts BuildlJII. The Murray State Polic:e
were notified and cheeked the
Officers determined

took a report for theft by
unlawful ~ uader $500.

Mareh 23
I:2S p.m.

A caller reported a
ve)Ucle lockouL Murray ~tate
Pollee were DOtifted.
S:Z4 p.m. A caiJer reported a
parklnl violation aear Olive
Street. Murray Stall Police
and the Muttiy ?Qllce
Department were~
5:S6 p.m. A caller ill the CFSB
Center dialed 9D and then
huhg up. Murray State Police
were notified and cbeclr.ed tbe
area. They determhlecl. tomeone was playing w~th the
courtesy phone.

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests -1
I

With matericzls provided by
PUbl(c Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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.

plaats
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
Local AT&T customers will soon benefit from 3G wireless coverage, according to a company spokesperson.
Cathy Lewandowski, an AT&T media relations specialist for
the area, said crews were working last week to update technology on a cellular tower located atop the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building in preparation for distributing the faster wireless service
to Murray.
"It's not just turning on a switch. We have a lot of engineering
and depluyment taking place •to bring this," she said. "We had
AT&T"network crews working on the University campus during
Spring Break installing cell tower technology for the upcoming
launch of our 3G mobile broadband service."
Aside from the Murray State tower, other existing towers
around thl" community are being activated with the new cellular
technology.
Lewandowski declined to give an exact date for the launch, but
she said it would most likely be sometime early next month.
Technology updates and the upcoming launch will benefit all
locals who receive AT&T coverage, she said..
"The demand for wireless bandwidth is really growing rapidly," she said. "This expansion of mobile ~roadband will really
enhance wireless coverage for residents, businesses. customers
and students in Murray and Calloway County."
Lewandowski said along with improved wireless telephone,
mobile Internet access and mobile television, the national broadband coverage will increase wireless services free to customers at
localized hotspots at Starbucks, Barnes & Noble, McDonald's and
international airports.
"This investment in Murray also builds upon the widespread
Wifi connectivity with the nation's largest wireless internet network," she said.
The news came before AT&T. the nation's second largest
telecommunications company, announced its acquisition of TMobile USA from Deutsche Telekom - a cash-and-stock-transaction currently valued at around $39 billion.
"After the T·Mobile acquisition, we're going to bring thousands
of cell towers," Lewandowski said.
'
She said with those towers, existing T-Mobile customers will
be introduced to AT&T's newest 4G broadband coverage - an
upgrade to the .3G technology.
Local AT&T customers are happy to get the 3G coverage after
several years of waiting.
Jake Thompson, freshman from Murphysboro, Ill., said he was
disappointed to come to Murray and discover its slow service
speed.
''It was pretty disappointing, because I thought there would be
3G when I got hcrc,"hc said. "I mean, it's a pretty decent sized
place. l kept asking AT&T why they didn't have it, and they kept
saying they were getting it and they were getting it, and they
never got it." ·
The P.1ducah Sun reported in February the McCracken County
area had experienced a similar delay for several years, while
other cities in the area enjoyed the faster service.
The Sun stated delays were the cause of FCC regulatory hur1
dles with which AT&T had to deal before releasing the coverage.
In this area. the article stated, delays were simply the cause of
outdated technolOb'f that needed replacing.
Lewandowski .said the work on the Prince Doyle Fine 1Arts

Austin

-

Since the acquisition, AT&T's new plan adds 4G coverage space. This map
shows expected coverage by year 2017.

Building was an example of that technology being prepared for
the 3G launch. She said technology should allow the area to
receive 4G coverage when it is introduced in six years.
"That's actually an advancement," she said of the time frame.
The expansion with T-Mobile towers will allow the technology
to reach rural areas like Murray much faster than anticipated. she
said.
Overall. though. most students who are customers of AT&T
are excited to get the technology.
Nathan Erwin. freshman from Hazel, Ky., said he is happy to

sel' the technology introduced anJ docs not mind the wait.
Said Erwin: "From my experience with 3G in larger cities, the
covt.•ragc isn't only faster. but more reliable. It's capable of reaching out to farther distances· while :;till maintaining ncar WiFi·likc
speeds.
"As for it taking so lcmg to be brought to Murray, I believi.' that
it wasn't really necessary. Besides this being a collegl.' town. there
isn't enough business that would need to rely on such sp~:cds to
h:wc things sent to and from their offices while on the go."
CoiJtacr Rnmscy at Dramscy5@murraystatc.cdu.
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GET NOTICED
THE MURRAY STATE NEWS IS NOW
ACCEPTING ADS FOR OUR SUMMER WELCOME
ISSUE. ORDER YOUR AD TODAY BY CALLING

270.809.4478

Image~ tourt~''Y of ('T&T lnr .

The above map shows AT&T's original expected 4G network coverage area
by year 2013, before the T-Mobile acquisition.
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Cathy Lewandowski, AT&T media specialist said 3G coverage will be widespread across the Murray-calloway County area by early April.
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Opinion Editor. Casey Bradley
Phone: 809-5873

Our View

A little goes

'

a long way

difference. Old clothing you meant
to sell or toss out can be the variable which determines a person's
survival and health.
Fundraising for disasters or
Walking through the Curris
causes can be simple. especially
Center, students typically· find
with tools like the Internet and
social networking.
themselves weaving among a
People can offer services,
maze of tables, living out the classic scene of a lab rat. except withunwanted items, artwork or a pesonalized craft. Be it paper cranes
out the square of cheese at the
or a years worth of hand-~ritten
conclusion.
Nestled between Greek sponletters, people will pay for the
oddest trinkets, especially when
sored tables, chatting students and
they know their money goes
free information are a few stands
toward a relief fund.
which differ from the others. No
The point, if you haven't caught
matter how many fmals fill up
on just yet. is we're proud to see
schedules or the amount of sleepless nights spent studying, stuthe response, even if it's small.
dents still find time to sit at donafrom Murray State students.
tion tables and accept what others ·
When international students
c<Jn give.
were faced with a crippling automobile accident, students pooled
After the earthquake shook the
their efforts to raise money to help
land of the rising sun earlier this
month, a table of origami cranes
the recovery and healing process.
landed in the maze of tables, lightThere are still donation jars at djning up the Murray State scenery
ing service locations and you can
with decorative paper. Students
always find money at the bottom,
quickly responded to a disaster on
ranging from change to bills.
the other side of the globe with a
In past and present moments of
simple, crafty solution to raise
need, students have shown their
true colors, stepping up to aid in
money.
Often people are unsure how to
whatever ways they can muster
help much less respond when a
between studies, jobs and their
disaster occurs. Should they jump
daily lives.
'
One grain of rice isn't much, but
on the next boat or plane and offer
the more you add to the bowl, the
a casserole? Donate money? Send
a Hallmark card?
more substantial the meal
Luckily. there's no single right
becomes. Imagine if every student
on campus donated a handful of
answer. The truth of the matter is
rice, a pocket of pennies or a tevery little contribution helps.
shirt they never wore. In no time
From a couple pennies to several thousands of dollars. every cent
at all people would be fed, sheltered and clothed.
counts and adds up toward an
Never forget a little goes a long
even greater amount.
way when every person chips in
Don't have money to donate?
just a portion. Together we stand
What about your time? Even a few
ideas or suggestions can make a
strong.

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

What .. ,. tllink •••
Should the U.S. be invollved with
Libya? Why or why not?
"Maybe the U.S. shouldn't be directly
involved1 but I think we should be ..,
educated enough to where we can be
involved singly."

Tay1or Slayden - Edwardsville, Ill
sophomore
"I do think we should help. Even if it
would bring trouble. that's what our
society and what the U.S. has been
about. helping other people in need."

Galileo Simmons • Nashville
semor
''I'm not quite sure if we should be
involved with Libya. I feel that we get
involved with other countries too often
and too early."

Malt Rob:oson ·Murray
sop~omore

Nate

Brel~ford!The NPW~

Canoon hy Madeline Bartley

Campus Voice

Coverage of Japan, on~-sided
T h e
tragedy in
Japan has
sparked
an
outpouring of
sentiment
through
relief
efforts
~-------------worldJohn Walker
wide.
Staff writer
There
are
no
doubts borders faded when the
island nation was struck with
such a terrible event.
Through social networking,
search and rescue efforts and
food and clothing donations. the
world came together to help
Japan in what is possibly its
most dire moment.
Even the infamous Japanese
Yakuza crime organizations
threw doors open to the thousands of refugees and are helping the government move tons
of supplies in hard to accl!ss
areas.
Old grudges arc being put
aside, even if for just a while, to
look to the common good of
helping this nation get back on
its feet.
In fact, 1 applaud all but one
group: the media.
The media have certain
responsibilities in our society.
First and foremost they arc sup·
posed to keep us informed
about timely events in our
world.
In an age of global communication our world no longer
begins and ' ends with the
Atlantic and Pacific' oceans. Our
world is literally from Tokyo all
the way around the globe back

to Tokyo agaih. The tsunami as
well as its follow up disasters
should be more than enough to
report on for the corporate
media. But even with the 24hour news cycle the media,
especially cable broadcast, fell
flat on its face with enough fear
mongering to make me think it
was March 2003 again.
Within hours of the earthquake the American media was
covering the event.
But instead of using all possible sources to get an on-theground report from Japan, the
majority of the broadcasts were
speculation reports on whether
the tsunami was going to hit the
Californian coast.
Even after many experts testified on air, time and time again
this seems to be the only real
story being followed.
While thousands suffered far
away, the laziness of media here
in the United States banked on
our fears once again. Sure there
was chaos and almost complete
collapse across the ocean, but
what about us?
Of course one of the tenets of
the journalism field is to localize our stories.
How does this event affect
our community? That is a professional requirement for all
media. With national broadcasts
the community can very easily
be the U.S., but we need to connect these ewnts with respect
and tact.
When the nuclear power
plant went up in smoke and
started to overheat, the world
was facing its third meltdown.
At that point we are all a community.
Every living organism has a

stake in that sort of crisis. Yet
once again the national media
\
dropped the ball. 1
Night after night the only
audible message was not about
the survivors and the relief
efforts. it was how high the radiation levels were in California,
which weren't high at all. The
only mention media needed to
broadcast should have been one
to prevent a general panic on
the west coast.
There was very little mention
of the effects on Japan and even
less about the brave men and
women literally sacrificing their
lives to save their country.
Instead hour after hour was
wasted on the plan for a potential drift of radiation to America. And all the while japan suffered. AU the while plenty of
Americans could have been told
how. to help our fellow human
beings. Instead we were once
again told to b<.> afraid of a
potentiality.
'
I think it's time to tum the
television off.
We can connect on the Internet. through phone and, by God,
we can even read the newspaper again.
These are media better controlled by the public domain. I
am tired of living in a machine
greased with anxiety and fear.
Our ability to connect renders
lhose xenophobic ideas unnecessary in a time of crises.
If the national media cannot
stand with this generation's
ideals then it has become obsolete.
I urge you to shirk off the old
ways and find new truth. 1
promise, once you find it you
will never go back.

Write to usl
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Jeers to -

Army for finishCbeen to - Ann CoUlter
and her belief that a
ing last in the
ittle radiation is good
NCAA
Rifle
for her. Maybe she'll
Championship.
Are you serious?
et some sweet super
w'e 'Could take
powers and join Shad•
'em here at The
owhare in Cincinnati,
fighting crime. Get
News. No problem.
alu.a.'em,
Coulter.
CbHn to
Chicago

Breaking for
a few lessons
Spring
Break is a
time
for
relaxing.
whether
you spend
it on a
b e a c h
increasing
y o u r
Cornelius HoCker chances of
junior from
skin canGreenville, Ky.
cer. catch
up
with
high school friends that happen to
share the same break or cuddle up
with a good book and breathe a
sigh of relief for not having to do
anything.
In a perfect world, those scenarios would be the cases for everyone. My world is not perfect.
Being a hmior music major, I am
getting ready for a junior recital.
In layman's terms, showing off
what I have accomplished in the
last three years.
This is a tedious process. Picking your program, practicing your
music, renting the hall. sending
out invites, getting out publicity
for your recital; it is all very complex.
I allowed myself the weekend
and the first two days of the week
to have me time. Relaxing, dog
walking and catching up with family were all on the agenda. The
real work was scheduled for
Wednesday evening.
The evening arrived in no time.
I had a set plan. I would come to
the Price Doyle Fine Arts building, with my laptop, clarinet,
music, bl:lnkct and pillow in tow. I
was in for the long haul. Dropping
sick beats in our Electronic Music
Lab nrl:d preparing...a most 1rtmd
finale for my recital.
All of those went according to
plan. I had a successful
evening/morning at Fine Arts.
With my blanket and pillow, I
made a make shift bed on the floor
and proceeded to sleep comfortably without any interruptions.
This was nt 3:04 a.m.
I woke up at 8:44 a.m. in a state
of shock and unfamiliarity.
When one sleeps in a strange
place, things tend to be unsettling
and disorienting. After I realized
where I was, I sleepily walked out
of the lab and off to my car.
This is where things took a turn
for the worse. Jn m}' sleep induced
stupor, I had walked out of rhc lab
without my clarinet, music. blanket, pillow and keys to get back in
the room. Place hand on forehead.
At the time. I was 1too sleepy to
care. I jerked on the handle.
Locked. I then proceeded to tell
myself it would be fine. I would
just have Public Safety come and
let me in. I drove home, though I
do not remember much of the
drive and laid down.
Waking up at 4 p.m. my plans
were to go to Paducah to do some
retail therapy, but before I left
town I intended to go and remedy
the problem.
l drove to Public Safety· and the
place is desolate. However, inside,

Check it!

man who was extremely polite
and listened to my very detailed
story. He smiled and told me he
would notify an officer.
The officer .1rrived and asked
me what was going on. Telling
him the long, detailed story, 1
explained that I am a music major
and my life is in that locked room.
After I finish my story. l am positive that he is going to march right
over and allow me to enter the
room, get my stuff then the world
will be perfect again. Wrong.
I found myself being told that
allowing me into a locked room
was a liability issue.
I was also told that the only way
he could let me in the room was if
I had my professor call the building coordinator, then have the
building coordinator call Public
Safety, telling them it is tine to let
me in the room.
A few calls and texts later and I
am stuck with nothing. I ask if
there is anyway to make an exccp·
tion. For every rule, there are
major exceptions. In mr life, this
was the time for one of those. He
reiterates his stance.
Defeated. I am about to leave
when he adds that if it were my
car keys or house keys he could
let me in, but since it was only my
laptop and other unimportant
items, it was not a dire emergency.
Time out.
I am a music major. To develop
myself in to the clarinet extraordinaire I am today has taken countless hours of practice. I was told
my clarinet was not an important
item and I would just have to wait
until next week to get it out.
At that moment, I toJd the officer to forget it
that I was
going to Paducah to shop. I left
him to do whatever our Public
Safety officers do. .
This story does have a happy
ending. After bounding a Racer
Patrol. I left Fine Arts. As I rounded the corner heading toward my
car, I see the door I need to get
into was wide open. Needless to
say, I scurried up to the second
floor in a quite brisk manner. I
explained to the student what had
happened. He laughed and lis·
tened attentively. I picked up my
stuff and all was right in the
world, besides the fact that I
missed out on three good days of
practice and my clarinet did not
make it to Bowling Green for the
usual Spring Break tunning.
Looking back on this incident
made me realize a few things.
People are truly all for themselves. I tried solutions other than
Public Safety and most of the people I contacted were quite helpful,
but a few were not.
As a teacher stated Monday
morning, my life has a lot of special circumstances. With special
circumstances, comes special
challenges. Hopefully, I can look
back on this incident and grow
from it, or at least learn to not be
forgetful, no matter how sleepy I
am.
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Jeers to - a racist poster

Cbeers to - the DeW editors for The Murray State News!

being found on
the University of
Kentucky's campus. Would people grow up
already? Are we
not beyond that?

Get ready for a
year of writing.
reporting and late
production
nights! I'll visit, promise.

letters ·letters •letters
Medicare,
Affordable Care
Act: Keep moving
forward
When the Affordable Care Act
became law last March, critics
predicted doom for the seniors
and people with disabilities who
rely on Medicare. They said that
coverage would disappear, benefits would be cut and death panels
were on their way- none of which
was true. But these lies scared
many seniors about the law before
it was explained to them.
Now. one year later, as the implementation of the law moves forward, Medicare is still sound - it's
stronger than it was before the
law was passed - and millions of
people with Medicare are benefitting from the law. Medicare has
gotten serious about cracking
down on waste, fraud and abuse.
Last year, the Obama administration announced it had recovered $4 billion in Medicare fraud.
And the Affordable Care Act provides tools to crack down even
further.
The Affordable Care Act specifically says that Medicare's guaranteed benefits - hospital care,
doctors' services, home health
services. drug coverage and more
- are protected. Benefits are as
good as ever - better, in fact. Prescription drugs are more affordable. This year the nearly four
million beneficiaries who fall into
the prescription drug "doughnut
hole" will receive discounts on
their drugs. These discounts will
increase over the next few years
until the doughnut hole is closed.
The Affordable Care Act
encourages beneficiaries to get
the care they need.before they get
sick. Now, the more than 44 million people with Medicare can get
an annual wellncss visit or needed
screenings for diabetes or cancers
without having to pay a co-pay.
Early detection and treatment not
only saves money but it saves
lives.
The new law ends Medicare
overpayments to insurance companics and rewards those that
provide high quality care. But as
these changes are phasing in starting this year, beneficiaries still
have a wide range of plans to
choose from.

States have new options to let
seniors and people with disabilities stay in their homes rather
than having to move to a nursing
home when they need help. And
in the coming years, thanks to the
new law, Medicare will lead the
way to better coordinated patient
care that should improve the quality of ·c are while reducing costs.
But there is a threat out there.
The new leadership of the House
of Representatives has dedicated
itself to repealing the Affordable
Care Act. This would undo all of
these improvements. Fraud-fighting tools. coverage. in the doughnut hole, free preventive care, better coordinated care and the
chance to stay in your own home
would all be gone.
Even worse is their alternative.
Some proposals call for increasing
out-of-pocket costs for beneficiaries - something the Affordable
Care Act docs not do. Representative Paul Ryan, chairman of the
House Budget Committee, has a
more detailed plan he calls a
"roadmap." He calls for jaw-dropping cuts to the program, including raisi~ the eligibility age to 69,
slashing Medicare over time by 76
percent, and replacing the program with a cash voucher that
would shift most of the cost of
health care to individuals. This
plan would be devastating both to
current beneficiaries and to
today's working families who are
counting on the Medicare program they pay into to protect
them from unaffordable health
care costs when they retire.
Representative Ryan leads the
House committee responsible for
producing a budget. But his
roadmap leads us backward to a
period when our most vulnerable
were forced to choose between
health care costs and other necessities like food and shelter. We
reject this vision, and we hope
Congress does, too. A year ago,
we passed the Affordable Care
Act to strengthen and improve
Medicare for current and future
generations. Let's keep moving
forward on that path.

Barbara Kennelly
President and CEO
Nathional Committee to Preserve
Social Security and Medicare

Casey Bradley list of walls they
• . · di
0 ptruon E tor

had to scale during their last
semesters at Murray State.
Wednesday afternoon, shortly
after my only class let out, I was running around my studio. While completing task after task, checking each
off an almost endless list of 'To-Do's,
I received a text from my mother.
Plans had fallen through.
Instead of shipping Plexiglas to my
apartment (as intended), a necessity
for art shows when using frames for
work, my mother told me I had to run
to the store.
(If you ever need framing supplies,
don't wait last minute. Plexiglas is
surprisingly expensive and only a
few suppliers in town actually do a
good job cutting it.)
As some may know, I do not have a
car. In fact, I don't even have a driver's license. When 1 need to get
around town, I either walk or peddle
around on my bicycle (it's super
cute). Unfortunately. I occasionally
run into the problem of needing a
large vehicle to haul around supplies.
Plexiglas is one of those supplies.
As. if my franctic thoughts were
floating above my head in help-mered thought bubbles, a studio mate
mentioned she was finishing up and
heading to Lowes. Can you say perfect timing?
Here's where tlie walking montage
would take place, ending at her residential college, where we jumped in
her Jeep and sped off to the store.
In the past five years, I've had several occasions arise in which 1 needed Plexiglas fot framing. Art student,
go figure. ' My typical protocol is to
order it locally or find a friend with a
few spare pieces (it's like a book that
keeps getting passed around, losing a
pag~ here and there).
,
Running short of time, my shdw literally right around the corner, I did·
n't have time for my usual. Instead,
with the help of my friend, I hoisted
several pieces of plastic sheets larger
than me back to the studio.
I'm not kidding when I say these
sheets of Plexiglas are larger than
me, either. At 36 by 72 inches, these
clear walls of plastic would make
deadly and furt sleds (with or without
snow).
We coasted back to the studios,
Plexiglass waving at the cars behind
the Jeep. The wind, you may recall,
was wild in the middle of this week.
Combine wind with flimsy pieces of
giant plastic and you almost have an
improvised Mary Poppins remake.
(I'm sure there are big bucks in that
market. Who's with me?)
Eventually. we sailed the Ple.xiglas
into the studios safe and sound, then
retreated to Dairy ~een.
I knew, as the weeks slipped away.
I would face problems and plans
wouldn't pan out quite right, but I
never thought I'd have to purchase
walls of Plexiglas. Nor did I ever
imagine I'd get a Plcxiglass splinter.
I. did and I managed to climb that
wall, thanks to a helping hoist from a
friend.

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

by Alex Lane
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SGA President, others travel to Russia
Haley Russell
Staff writer
Murray State's Studc~lt Government Association's President •
Kirby O'Donoghuc, senior from Wcstvil'W, Ky .. along with 15
other student body presidents from various schoob across the
nation traveled to Russia March 8·14 for the International Relations Department of thl• Federal Agency on Youth AtTairs nf thl.'
Russian Fcderation.
The trip's goal was ro introduc(: an "open world" concept to
American students, O'Donoghue said.
"The trip was through the Opcm World Le;t~.lership Society,
which is out of the Library o'f Congress in D.C. and so the focus
is to allow Americans the opportunity to have this open world
concept," she said.
On the trip. the students met with Russian officials to discuss
the "Reset'' declared by Vice President Joe Bidcn, O'Donoghue
said.
''Two years ago, Vin! President Bic.lcn announced that he
would like tlf'c relationship between Russia and the United
State~ to he reset, to press the reset button and start over,"
O'Oonoghuc said. ''Most everyone would always ask spc.:cific
questions but each one of us would say, 'and what is the United
State's role in that?"'
With thi!; in mind, the students were able w question Russia's
leaders about not only their role in thls "R\lset" with Russia. but
the United State's role as well.
O'Donoghue said her questions dealt mainly with agriculture
and youth and nonprofit leac.ll~rship, as those arc her major and
minor, respt•ctivcly.
"For me, 1 mentioned agriculture because that was my area of
interest I had a lot of £ollow·up questions about that," she said.
"My minor is youth and nonprofit lcndership and they had such
a strong interest in diff\!rcnt philanthropies."
The next step for this team of student body presidents is an
upcoming trip to Washington D.C. to follow up with American
political officials.
"In about three weeks we will go back to D.C. :md we'll follow

Students
learn time
management
T im Brockwell
Staff writer
Students looking for Un .tc;lJemk edge had
the opportunity Tuesday to get some practical
tips on time management and studying from an
expert.

Photo courtesy oi

O'Donoghue

SGAPresident Kirby O'DonOQhue, senior from Westview. Ky., visits Russia as part of the reset In relations between Russia and the United States.
up with congressmen that work with Russwn relations,"
O'Donoghuc said.
In D.C. the students will inform America's national leaders of
what they ll:<trned in Russia and what the country's focus should
be in their relationship with Russia.
O'Dnnnghul' said she plans to focus on three things in Wash-

The cvt!nt was held at the Freed Curd Auditorium in the Industry and Technology building.
Bertus Ft•rrcira, a graduate of St. Johns College and the Faculty ofl.aw at Cambridge UniVl'rsity in England. was recl·ntly on campus
conducting a free seminar which covered
numerous tips on student l'l'ficiency.
Ferrt'ira, who grew up pnor in the rainforest
of South Africa. was taught the importance of
education from a young age.
"My mother taught me that education is the
must important thing," Fl~rreira said. ''I believe
that everyone can make improvements in their
own lives."
He went on to earn several college dcgn•cs.
including a Ph.D., with a 4.0 GPA, while working as a police officer.
Students who experience difficulty with a
rigid class schedule arc advised to treat their
classes as one would an employer.
"Treat school as a job," Fcrrdra said. ''There
are consequences for missing class just like

ington: how grateful she is for the opportunity and Russia's hospitality, the opportunities in agriculture and youth and nonprofit America should seek out and lastly, the working relationships
between the U.S. and Russia's higher education systems in order
to allow Russian students the opportunity to study in America.
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

missing work. If you don't attend class, your
grade will likely reflect it."
Ferreira said \vhilc many students simply usc
memorization to prepare for nn exam, he advises against this tl'chnique.
"You should not try to memorize things forever," Ferreira said. "Our brains are geared to
understand concepts and relate them to other
com•epts. Ass()ciation games arc n good way w
get information to stick in your head."
Ferriera said good not<•·taking is another
important aspect of academic success.
"Take detailed notes during class and review
them soon after class," Ferreira said. "Stay
focused."
According to Ferreira. the importance of
devoting enough time to studying cannot be
overstated.
"Students should be studying at least three
hours for every hour of class time." Ferreira
said. "If you wait until the night before an exam
to study }'OU won't be able to retain, the information. Yuur hrain doesn't work that way."

i

She also emphasizes the importance of getting adequate sleep and nutrition when learning new information.
"Two things that most students don't devote
enough time to arc sleeping and studying,'' Ferreira said. "Caffeinated beverages are also not
recommended, because they make you jittery
and restless. Try some fruit juice or water
instead."
Laura VanSkiver. senior from Wilmington,
Ohio, said she was glad she attended the seminar.
"I really liked it," VanSkiver said. "I think
this information was valuable. We can usc this
in the real world."
Ferreira said he remembers his own experiences studying as a student.
"Working full time as a police officer while
going to school was tough," Ferreira said. "I
had to cram a lot out of necessity, but I don't
advocate that."
Contact Brockwell at timothy.brockwell@
murraystate.edu.
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Anti-abortion bills
advance in Senate
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Physician answers ~ealth questions
... w...
Staff writer

A representative of the Primary care Medical Center lpolce to ltUdents Wednesday in Matoa Hall to answer btaltb quesdoa• Corey
forester, a physician with Primary Care. hosted the program •AJk a
DOctor".
Students were aUowed t() submit anonymous questions about their
health contems which forester answered throughout the presentation.
Q.uesdons raqed from topics including allergies, diet, drug use and
ntebopause.

*'We wQUld like to OIN'Jl dialogue," Forester said. "Education playa a
big role in health; and the more students mow the more healthy they
can be."
With apriul here, forester gllve helpful advice to students plaped by
poUen.
"Mpving may be the
worst
Uve

term

an allergist."
forester said 8hll:ltael can . , .•
"Exerdse is peat when
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Assistant Sports Editor: Drew Hursey
Phone: 809-4481

Well, Hey There Murray State

'Roid Rage
Does anyone really
believe Barry Bonds
didn't know he was
taking steroids?
Honestly, I think
more people believed
Bill Clinton didn't
have a sexual relationship with Monica
Drew
Lewinsky.
I cannot underHursey
stand why athletes, Ass.iswlt Sports Editor
especially baseball
players. pretend everyone they are talking
to is completely oblivious to the effects of
steroid use.
I'm going to continue to use Barry
Bonds as an example.
Here is a guy who, by the time he was
35. was basically a Hall of Farner. He won
three MVP awards, was named to eight
All-Star teams, won eight Gold Gloves and
was arguably the best leftfielder of ali
time. Again, all before he turned 35.
Then. according to everything documented . about his steroid use, he started
'the juice' after he saw the attention Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa (steroid users
in their own right, well 'allegedly' for
Sosa, MeG wire admitted it) got during the
1998 homerun chase. As one of the best
baseball players in the '90s, if not the best
player, Bonds could not handle the fact
McGwire and Sosa were getting all the
attention because of their home runs, completely forgetting he had one of the best
seasons of his career at the age of 34.
As it goes, within the next year, Bonds
succumbed to the unnatural force of
steroids. seeing it as an opportunity to
gain the fame and notoriety he longed for.
This is where it becomes crazy to me
because of how stupidhe assumes people
Photos hy Ri<k Burre~Tht> New~
are. He had his best season ever, at 36.
Then at 37, he had a better season, which
Freshman receiver Devonte Mack (left) and sophomore defensive back Josh Brown take a break during the Racers' first practice of the spring.
also saw him hit 73 homeruns in one season. No one docs that on the verge of
turning 40.
With the kind of numbers he was
putting up well into his late 30s; he was
bound to draw attention to himself, but
where it becomes laughable is when you
look at the way his body transformed. He
_ _-.~ __ put on 18 pounds of muscle between the..
2000 ana 2001 scaso&. His head size ·-·-·:.•~'""""'
from barely a seven to seven-and-threefourths and his feet grew from a 10-and-ahalf to a 13. '
,
How do you explain that, Mr. Bonds?
I'm not, an expert by any means on
weightlifting, but I don't think dumbbell
curls and the bench-press have the side
effects or making your bones grow bigger,
no matter how much calcium you intake.
Jt just baffies me to think one of the
greatest players thought he should probably start taking steroids after his Hall of
Fame career. It's like if Barack Obama
came to the realization after John McCain
conceded to him that he didn't like the
margin of votes he won by so he decided
to ask for a revote. He already won. It is
pointless.
If you are worth $20 billion, who cares
if 14 people are worth more than you; you
have $20 billion. You don't go to a casino
and put it all on black hoping to double
your money so you can now be the seventh richest human.
The funniest part, though, is how
steroid users in baseball continue to deny
their use. .J'm not just talking about Barry
Bonds anymore, but all these baseball
players who arc so devastated they got
caught: Roger Clemens and Rafael
Palmeiro arc some examples. If they
would just admit to it, people would literally forget about it.
Look at Andy l'ettittc. Jason Giambi,
Mark McGwire and Alex Rodriguez: yes,
people know they used steroids, but really, no one cares anymore. No one grills
them about steroid use from the rumors
surrounding their careers because it isn't
a big deal. Now, Bonds and Clemens seem
to be dL•ad set on going to prison rather
Sophomore quarterback Casey Brockman throws to a receiver.
Sophomore receiver Walter Powell ]09s off the field.
than admitting to the fact they lied, and, in
the process, proving steroids do cause
permanent brain damage.
I do not care if they did steroids. 1
repeat, r do not care if they did steroids.
Honestly. it is not a big deal to me. They
were in an era of baseball where, although
not every player was doing steroids, lots
of them were. The MLB didn't have laws
against it, so who can fault them? Do baseball buffs care that Babe Ruth only played
against white people? No, it is just the way
the game was played 80 years ago; you
can't hold it against him.
No one cared that when Mark McGwire
broke the single-season homerun record
he looked like a cross between Arnold
Schwarzencgger and Optimus Prime. It
was only after steroids became taboo people went after him and the other power
hitters of the steroid-era. All I ask is the
players who used them admit to it and
move on. Stop lying to yourself and everyone else.
Contact Hursey at drew.hursey@
murraystate.cdu.
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The Great Outdoors
Water level roller coaster
It's happened
to all of us. We
will be whacking
the fish one day,
go out the next
day and find our
spots empty.
This just happened to me last
weekend,
Steve
On Friday I
MDler
caught a bunch
Outdoor columnist
of nice quality
bass. I was bragging to my buddy how
good the fJ.Shing was and told him I'd
take him out the next day. He didn't
catch a fish and I bad a few small
ones.
What happened? It occurred to us
in the afternoon that the water level
dropped. A lot of our spots just didn't
have enough water on them to hold
fish.
Besides the factors of seasonal patterns and water temperature, which
can be applied to all bodies of water.
Kentucky and Barkley lakes have special features which must be factored
in. One is lake elevation. Depending
on electricity production, the lake
elevation will change accord ingly.
The other is current. Current can
fluctuate depending on how much
water is being released.
As you consider both of these factors. you should be able to locate fish
on a structure best suited for :t he conditions. Here is a brief guide to deal
with the roller coaster of spring water
levels.
Stable Water
In a perfect world, the water level
would remain constant - eliminating
one of the many variables anglers
must take into consideration. When
the water is stable, you can expect lit:
tic or no fish movement due to
changes in water level. You still need
to be in tune with the other factors
that motivate migration, though. This
time of year, it is the weather and the
spawn. As the water temperature
climbs, bass and crappie will be easing toward their shallow spawning
grounds. Once you locate the fish in
stable water, it is easy to follow their
movements through the spring.
Stable High Water
The law of averages favors the fish
in high water conditions. The area of
the lake increases and the fish will
spread out into the newly accessible
cover. But, there are benefits of the
high water stages. It urges the fish to
move shallow to the flooded areas
that are full of new critters like
worms, bugs and crawfish for them to
feed on. This puts the fish in an
aggressive mood and they should be
willing to take your offerings without
much hesitation.
Stable Low W ater
Periods of low water tend to group
the fish up into areas suitable for the
time of year and conditions. With
most of the lakes cover high and dry,
the fish relate to structural features
like humps, ledges and points. Even
the slightest depth changes can
become fish magnets. Also, with the
natural cover inaccessible, the fish
can be foun_d around sunken brush
piles, deep stake beds and road beds.
,Usually, if you fmd one fish, there are
probably more, so fish the spot thoroughly.
Rising Water
If you are fishing, and the wate r is
rising, keep an eye out for current
breaks. T he flow of water has to go
around objects such as logs, rock piles
and bridges. These objects also create
an area of slack water for the fish to
hide behind and not fight the current.
That water flowing by them is also
. a conveyor belt of food. Prey such as
baitfish, juvenile pan fish and craw·
fish will be delivered to them by the
current. Work your lure in the same
direction of the current past these
current breaks and hang on to your
rod.
Palling Water
A hard draw down of water levels
will cause the fish to move deeper
and hold on offshore cover. This is
the instinctive response of fish. They
will move to the safety of deep water
to ensure their survival needs are
met. Usually, you can find them at the
nearest channel bank or drop. If ,a
dam is releasing a lot of water, the
current can be too strong for the· fish
and they will position themselves out
of the moving water by staging on
current breaks, such as points or
ledges on the main lakes.
Contact Miller at stevc.mi/Jer@
murraystatc.edu.

E.ach week. The Ne~ Elizabeth Johnson, GreQ Waddell, Drew Hursey, Will
CartwriQht Sophie McDonald plus aquest face off in a heated round of Pick 'em.
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Elizabeth Johnson

Greg Waddell

Editor-itOI!ef
last week: 5-1

Sports Elfltor
last week:H
Season record: 29-19

Season record: 31-17

Drew Hursey
Assistant Sports Editor
last week:H
Season record: 26-22

Will cartwf19ht
Chief Baseball Analyst
last week: 6-i>
Season record: 31-17

Sophie McDonald

Rifle Correspondent

Last week: 4-2
Season record: 30-18

Guest Kyser Lough
GritcUte StiD!nt fran IIUTay
last week: 5·1
Season record: 3~18

No. 11 Marquette vs.
No. 2 North Carolina
No. 12 Richmond vs.
No.1 Kansas
No. 4 Kentucky vs.
No. 1Ohio State
No. 11 vcu vs.
No. 10 Florida State

II II II /A. II A .

No. 5 Arizona vs.
No.1Duke•
No.3 Brigham Young vs.
No. 2Florida•
*Games on Thursday

Tennis

Week ahead poses wake up call
Andrea Ballman
Contributing writer

fil1! Pholo$1 Rick Burr{'S

Senior Renaldo Domoney looks on during a match.

Junior luka Mllicevic returns abackhand.

The gloves are off. It is beyond dispute
this week will be one of the most important
weeks of the whole season for both the
men's and women's tennis teams as tht.·
squads face three OVC opponents.
Both teams host matches today and Saturday against Eastern Kentucky and More·
head State, respectively. After this. the
women travel to the University of Tennessee-Martin Tuesday while the men go to
Nashville to take on Tennessee State the
following day.
The Racers' principal duty is to make
amends for the losses received at the hands
of Jacksonville State in their first conference match on March ll. While the men's
squad fell to the Gamecocks 2-5, the women's team was left out in the cold with a 0-7
defeat.
•·of course, it would always be good to
win the first conference match, but it's
always hard to win on the road, and we had
a tough time playing them," said men's
Head Coach Mel Purcell.
Women's Head Coach Connie Keasling
agreed with her colleague and pointed out
jacksonville State's strength.
"The Gamecocks }lave all the players
axcept (or one ba~k from last year. when
they won the conference regular season,"
Keasling said. "And they're still very solid
and strong."
After the losses, both teams lag behind
0-1 in the OVC standings so far. but the
head coaches have not jumped to false con·
elusions.
"The one, loss that we have against Jacksonville State still means that we have an
opportunity to win the conference,"
Keasling said. "We're a ll just too close, and
one loss is not a bad loss.''
Both Keasling and Purcell look forward to
rebounding from the loss when EKU and
Morehead come to challenge the Racers at
home this weekend.
"I think Y.'e are very fortunate that we get
to start now the major part of our conference season at home," Keasling said.
In her opinion, it is a big advantage the
players arc used to the domestic tennis
courts after their Jaily practice there.
Purcell tnk<.•s the same view and hopes for
good weather, because he has international
players who play outside more, and it
favors his team.
Nevertheless, Purcell knows he has to
expect a good performance from their next
opponent.
"Eastern is the defending champion, so
we've really got to be1 fucd up and try to

10°/o OFF for Murray State l
parents, alumni, and visitors! :

506 S. 12th Street (US 641)
MUllC!Y, I<V 42071
27()-753•2682

~

I

I
I

l Online reservations available
at murrayplazalodge.com

Eyecare Spec1a t1es
308 S. I2tlt St., Murray
270·759-2500
• Laser vision surgcry consullalions
• Budget & designer cycwcar
• Most insurance accepted
• Alll}'PCS of contacts

MURRAY
PLAZA

Murray State Employees

LODGE
I
I

Email: mpl@mutTayptaulodge.com

play them well," Purcell said. "We h;JVe to
play our b~st tennis that day tu have a
chance to win."
When talking about the game against
Morehead State on the following day, Purcell expects it to be an interesting match
where it comes down to the last decision.
With a look at the statistic:. of the last
four years, it seems the Racers have an
odds-on chance to be successful against
Tennessee State on Wednesday: Murray
State won with an exceptional performance,
sweeping all the matches 7-0.
Purcell classifies the Tigers as a rather
easy opponent, but warns his players not to
be too reckless.
"Normally. they arc one of the lower
teams in the conference, but you still have
to go there and play the match," he said.
"We've always got to and will be prepared."
The women's team faces a similar situation today against EKU.
" I think Eastern Kentucky is playing very
good tennis right now," Keasling said.
"Their style is very vers.ttile."
The Racers' last success against the
Colonels came in 2008. having lost the last
three years' matches in a row.
The statistics chronicle exactly the opposite for Saturday's match against Morehead.
Only in 2010 did the Racers not find success
against the Eagles.
"Last year was the first year that we've
lost against Morehead. mostly because we
were without the service of one of our key
starting players," Ke:~sling said.
Still she docs not underestimate the
opposition and knows about their formula
for success.
"Morehead's energy is one of their
·
biggest weapons," she said.
Keasling graded their third game against
UT-Martin on Tuesday as a huge rivalry
match. Additionally, she spoke in high
terms of their Head Coach Dennis Taylor.
"The coach there does an excellent job
getting his team fired up and ready to play
every single match," she said. "There are
very intense rivalries between us and Martin, because we both go back n long way.
They've had several championship teams,
and we've had several, so that is going to be
a huge rivalry match."
These three games for Murray State will
certainly have an impact on the Racers'
chances at a conference title. They must
have stamina in order to handle a week with
so much diversity.
Said Keasling: "All three matches have
different dynamics, so we're excited and
ready to go.''
Contact Ballman nt andrca.ballman@
murrayscate.cdu.
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Racers roll over top teaffis.
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
After being ranked second in the
Ohio Valley Conference earlier this
year. the Racers took down the No. 1
Jacksonville State University, along
with every other competitor, by more
than 20 strokes at the Grover Page
Invitational.
"I was kind of surprised that we won
by 23 strokes because it was kind of
rainy and cold, but everybody played
really well," said Head Coach Eddie
Hunt. "You don't normally go in and
win by that much, so 1 was pleasantly
surprised. I felt like our' scores were
very consistent. If you're under par as
a te:1m you'rl' normally going to do
really well. All five players played really well from top to bottom."
Hunt did little to disguise his feelings of superiority when describing the
other ave schools at the invitational.
"I think }al·ksonvillc State is still the
team H> beat," Hunt said ...We had four
OVC schools there. and some of them
played well, but I re.ally felt like we
were the better team of the OVC teams
there."
Though pleased with the Racers'
performance, Hunt said he still sees a
need for improvement.
"We .s till need more consi!;tency,"
Hunt saiU. "We're going into a tournament this week. that will be the
strongest competition we see all year.
We've gut to keep all five uf o ur p layers bt.:ing consistent and that will be a
big help."
This WCl•kl•nd the Racers are off to
Delray Beach, Fla., to face off against
some of the best golf teams in the
nation, Hunt said.
"It's one of the best college golf tour-.
naments in the country," Hunt said.
"It's a great tournament and a great
coursl'. We're all pleased because we

know the weather will be nice down in
Delray Beach, Fla. It'll be a really good
test. I like it because we sec some
teams we wouldn't sec otherwise."
Though competition is fierce, the
Racers in tend to do well in the midst of
impressive foes he said. Hunt added
that he feels honored to have been
invited at all.
"It's really a Big Ten tournament,"
Hunt said. "You've got about six or
seven Big Ten schools in that tournament. 1 think we've been really fortunate to be invited."
However fortunate the team is, Hunt
intends to continue improvement.
"We finished eighth overall last
year," Hunt said. "Illinois won, and
they were ranked in the top five in the
coun try. So l think we ended up beating some higher ranked teams in front
of us. I'd like to sec us do the same
thing this year. I hope we have a good
performance. I think if we get all five
players doing well we good do as well
or better than last rear."
Contact Lcdbc.'tlcr at kyra.

Jedb:ettcr@murraystatc.edu.
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Senior Cameron Cameo leads the way for the Racers,
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The shutout. . . . . . . . . was led by
aenior lefty
~ Dimze pitched
five innings, giviDa up -bit ill the first
~aDd st:rfldDiaat'tie ......
-r felt pr~ ~- out du$re, t
was just out-..~ the baD and
trying to pat taW belt lap*• Donze .said
ill a postgame
•J was,_. trying to put us ID a polition to win. I felt
like J did that,pretty .,00 today.•
Donze was 2--0 lftet the game and
ctedits the shutout md victory to the
IUPU~Fort Wa~ hitters pu~ the
bd into play early ill the count.
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players iD the bel-

tom ol their OICW. Junior outfielder
CodJ Llnou lecl the 'Breda offensive by
going Hbt-4 with three runa scored and
three
Seblor outfieldet'llliot Frey
batted~- the order and ftDt l-for-

a.

3 with.,.llrSmd one b•• • •.ns.
"W&IIiOIF'... IIave SU7t\1fJD4 ~
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it low in
D'cDAt llid. ""fhae'a bow you ~ C8l the sWiap. I kept

...,. to throw
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mid-week pme the
1irldllilt a dcM!e battle apfDit tbe tJJd-

ftriltJ of~ Wildcats tDJ.edlas-

lDD. Tbe tellll ~ out to an early
lead In the secoild . . . , but were

unable to bold off the SEC opponent.
Sophomore third baseman Paul
Ritzbeimer went 3-for-4 with three runs
and three RBls.
To end the break. the 'Breds were
sw~t in a three-game series against
Geor&ia State in AtlaDta. In the fast
game Murray State losti'1·6: Donze took

~~:=-:=~t·=-.;=
of-~.~weiLW.~W. .
thote

~- a good··-u:~-
up

..,:'7;J'

u......,

LaJI:~ tbe 11re.lt._....._

by . . MJ4.CoJitiileDt
Coqpn in a S..l losa. M'Qq'&J State did
not IC(ft until the fbW ~
The 'Breds start OVC play Saturday
when they host the Govs of Austin Peay
State University for a three-game ,series.
Murray State is currently 8--4 at home
,and 8-12 overall. First pitch is set for 1
p.m.
Contact Cartwright at william.
. cattwright@mutraystate.edu•
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Sophomore Infielder Brandon Elliot makes contact with a pitch in the 'Breds 5·11oss at the hands of Mld·Continent University at Johnny Reagan Field Tuesday.

Head Coach Rob McDonald (right) watches on during the game.
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Skid does little to dampen spirits
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer

Phot,go courtesy of Sports Information

Kristin Reffett competes ln an Indoor meel

Meet proves successful
Kyr a Ledbetter
Staff writer

Last weekend, while Murray State students
migrated back from various Spring Break destinations, the Racers headed for Wake Forest University to compete in their first outdoor competition of
thl' season.
I lead Coach jenny Severns said the meet was a
success, with several memb~rs of the small team
achieving personal records.
"The weather was great," Severns said. "We had
fl'ally guod competition. We had some personal
records. I think everybody competed hard. It was
just good to be together as a team for a few days."
Severns tried to make up for taking a few days of
her team's Spring Break by taking them someplace
new. with great competition, and giving her athletes a chance to continue to grow closer as a team.
"There aren't a lot of meets around this area that
arc this early and we decided that we really want to
start a Spring llre:tk trip," Severns said. "They've
done that in the past, but we wanted to put a spin
on it and go somewhere different every year. Some
place they haven't been. just so we can see new
competition and sec new areas. We thought it
would help with team bonding. So we went to
Wilke Forest because we:vc never been there, nnd I
knew it's a good meet where we could be competitive acmss thl~ board,"
Although Wake Forest was the Racers' first meet
of the outdoor season, Severns tends not to think of
it as starting new but continuing to improve.
"1 basically look nt track as one big season," Severns said. "It's really hard be-cause distance runners
haVl' cross country, too. and it's really hard to peak
three times in a year. The indoor season is so short
that I think that we just look at it as cross country
season and track season. So right now we're just
building off of everything we established in indoor
season and trying to make it better. You kind of get
into a different phase of training, because they're
strong enough to handle it. You don't start the cycle
over."
Despite finishing seventh in the OVC Indoor
Tournament, Severns feels her team is starting the
outdoor se<tson strong.
"I think we're in <t pretty good place," Severns
said. "Workouts have been going great across the
board, I'm just really excited to see it come together. Thill might bt• this weekend or it might be a couple of weekends down the road, but I know there
are some peopll• on our team who can really
explode soon."
This weekend the Racers are headed to the Vanderbilt Black and Gold Invitational in Nashville,
Tenn.
"I think there's going to be some really good competition there," Severns said. "I don't think it's
going to be as hig of a meet as Wake Forest, but I
think the teams that will be there will be very competitive. It'll be a lot of different competition that
we didn't sec ind\lOr."
No matter how mighty the competition, Severns
is only looking for continued improvement and
focus from her Racers.
"I'm just looking for little improvement until that
big one comes,'' Severns said. "I've talked to some
of the girls about just going in and racing no matter
what happens and not letting things you can't control impact your race. Just go in there and do what
you can do. You know, control the controllables."
Contact I.cdhetter (It kyra.ledbetter@murraystate.
edu.

Despite winning only two of the last 10
games, the softball team appears in high
spirits.
Tht• team lost three games toUT-Martin (6-S. 3·0, 14-6) and went l-1 to AL'lbama at Birmingham losing the first 4·0
and defeating the Blazers in the following game 2-0.
The Racers then hosted the Eastern
Illinois Panthers in their home opener,
and tasted bitter defeat in all three
games (5·2. 4-0. 5-0) before traveling to
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville and winning one of two games (4-6. 3-0).
..We've been through a pretty tough
stretch, the teams we played in California, playing Martin, playing UAB and
playing EIU," said Head Coach Jay
Pyron. "Martin and EIU are two of the
better teams in the conference and then
UAB is a quality program, they have several all-region players on their team so it
was good for us to go down there and
score early and then hold them off."
The wins proved the confidence of the
team, whose record stands at 5-16 on the
season, and the ability of the pitching
staff. Pyron said.
"I think our team is pretty resilient,"
he said. "I don't think they arc to the
point that thC}' arc ready to give up. T
think they like our players. 1 think they
like our talent. I think they like even
where we are (now). We're not far off of
where we were last year in terms of wins
per games played and they know that.''
Because of the team's fresh perspective its attitude has not suffered, Pyron
said.
"I think the players' spirits arc pretty
high," he said. "Obviously we'd like to
play better and have more win~ at this
point but what is most important is how
we manage the situation right now and
where we go from here."
The team faces TennesseL· Tech (}210) this wcekl•nd for the first time this
season and Pyron said his team is ready
to host the Golden Eagles who arc 1-4 in
away games.
"Tennessee Tech is going to he better
than they were last year," he said. "They
returned their best pitcher from Jast year
and the)' have a ,good group of hitters.
Their pitcher really com pet~ ~nd docs a
good job for them.''

File photo/Do•rek Miller

Senior middle infielder lauren Such prepares to make aplay on the ball in a game last season.
The team h ready for the challenge
and excited to play, he said.
"I think it's a good place for us to
start," Pyron said. "If we're going to get
it together and start playing then this is
as good a time as any, they are important
games for us to win."
The team then travels to Indiana
Wednesday to face non-conference
opponent Evansville Univcr~ity (5-17).
Pyron said this g:•me will bl' treated the
same as an OVC game.
"I don't think it makes much difference,'' Pyron said. "Wl•'re still trying to
win c\'ery game we play. It's a little bit
different in that it doesn't affect our conference standings bur that's really the
only difference.''
After the slow start, Pyron said he is
ready for the girls to play like he has
~cen thl'm bl.'fore.
"It is time for the team w start playing
the way they know how," Pyron said.
"When we play our best we arc pretty
hard to beat. They understand we've

played good in every area at times, we
just haven't played good in every nrl'a
every time and that's what championship teams do, that's what consistent
winners do, they put it all together more
often than what we have done. n
·roc team has the ability to win if they
stay focused, be said.
"It's getting it all together on the same
page at one time, and they feel pretty
confident that we can do that," he said.
"We just have to keep going out there
and doing our job.''
The first pitch for Saturday and Sunday's games against Tennessee Tech is st
for l p.m. at Racer field.
"It's a fun sport to watch. which is why
it gets such high ratings on TV," he said.
"It's an exciting atmosphere, a fast-paced
game, it's a lot of fun to watch and I think
it would really catch on if they got out
there and watched us play and we'd love
to have the support."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.

Rifle

Fifth-place finish
marks end of season
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
After shooting its way into fifth place in the NCAA Tournament, the rifle team begins cuoling off until next seasun.
Head Coach Alan Lollar said he is proud of the team and
what it accomplished this year.
"I was happy with what we had," he said. "We had good effort
(in the NCAAs). Last year we finished seventh; this year we finished fifth so we're happy to move up in the final standings."
The team finished with an aggregate score of 4,634, only 66
points behind first place team, University of Kentucky, and 38
points higher than last place Anny. The total is 23 points higher than their seventh place finish last year.
"We came to the championships and battled," he said. ".1
think we learned that anything can happen and you have to be
ready when an opportunity presents itself."
Sophomore Katie Cleven shot a 589 out of 600 in :~ir rille: and
a 580 out of 600 in smallbore.
"Jt was her first time to break into the 580s in sm:dlborc and

she did it at the championships, so I'm just really pleased with
that," Lollar said.
Cleven and freshman Nehemiah Gillman were named AllAmerican in both smallbore and air rifle and sophomore Emily
Quiner was named smallbort' All-American.
The College Rifll· Coaches Association named Racer team
members freshman Bill Harvey. sophomore Caroline lbrbcr,
junior Ashlc)' Rose and Gillman to their Academic Team,
which requires athletes to maintain a GPA of at least 3.2.
I.ollar said despite some shaky moments. he is pleased with
the team.
"We had three ~le who had DOt baeD to the championships before and so that was a learning experience £or them,"
he said. "I think it will be a good thing in the future. There arc
no matches that will be bigger than that ~.~~they o--11> be
able to take 11 lot of confidence .t'iolil ...... down ~.:eom·
pcting on that level and taking it into.et:Lyear."
According to NCAA rules, the tella wilhlrop dOWDlo two
hours of skill instructioa ud twO- -'*ldlebaa.
a
week, enabling the ream to focus on c:lass wort. Lollar said.
Cleven and Q_uiner will continue l'O\Itiae practice before
competing in the Junior Olympic C~dibq,. at tbt
Olympic Training Center in Colorado Sprlqa. Colo., next
week, Lollar said.
The two athletes will compete in both smallbore and air rifle
before returning to Murray State to focus on their studies and
finish the semester before resuming competitions next season.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystlltt•.cdu.
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At tonioht's Trolley Hop, students and members of the community can ride the trolley to eiQht art exhibitions around town for free. These exhibits Include recent works of both student and local artists.

Trolley shuttles art fans to multiple exhibits in town
Jessica Haynes

The transit system will take passengers to each location
throughout the evening.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery holds two cxhit'litions that will
Hop on the trolley tonight and visit many art openings in
share a trolley stop.
Murray for a night filled with new art, fun and festivities.
Red Bug on Third and Gallery 109 will share a trolley stop
The second-ever Trolley Hop is from 6 to 9 tonight. The
as well. Maps of the route will be available at the locations,
Murray-Calloway County Transit System will shuttle people
with a schedule of trolley stops.
·
ttl eight exhibitions around town featuring recent works of art
According to the event flier, the following exhibitions will
by Murray State students and locals.
be offered for the spring Trolley Hop:
Dcbi Danielson, executivt• director of the Murray Art Guild,
• -The Murray Art Guild; "Tell Talc" by Preston Bradley,
said tht.• Trolley Hop, a joint effort between the Murray Art
senior from Paris, Tenn., and Charles Weeks. senior from
Guild and Director of the University Gallery Mary van
Dexter, Mo., for drawing and printmaking.
Wassenhove, was so successful last fall, the decision for a
• Red Bug on lhird; hand-knit sock creations by Jane Trigg
spring Trolley Hop was easily made.
and stained glass panels by regional artists.
Danielson said approximately 340 people attended the first
• Gallery 109: "From Life" by Jennifer Fairbanks and Murray
Trolley Hop in October, and the spring Trolley Hop will offer
Art Guild artists.
something for everyone.
• The Robert 0. Miller Conference Center; "Visual Evi"There nrc all kinds of artwork exhibited, from Murray
dence," the Murray Art Guild juried art exhibition.
State students to art done by serious hobbyists and folk artists
• The Clara M. Eagle Main Gallery; the OMAS juried stu·
to professional artists," Danielson said. "The work will cover
dent art exhibition featuring 38 works from undergraduate
everything from tradit1onal painting and drawing, printmakstudents in the department of art.
ing, phtltography. sculpture ... it really runs the gambit."
• The Clara M. Eagle Upper Gallery; works by David
The nmtc for the Trolley Hop visits exhibitions at thc:;_,M
=
u~
r-~_ _ .;.H,;.;o~n. akcr, senior from Murray, and {lolly Taylor, senior from
-~-ray Art Guild, Red Bug on Third, Gallery 109, the Robert 0.
Newark, Ohio. for prlntmalting an<t sculpture.
Miller Conference Center. the Clara M. Eagle Gallery, the
• Tht• Curris Center gallery; works by Alyssa Dean. senior
Curris Center GaiJery and Fidalgo Bay.
from Lexington, for painting.
Staff writer

• Fidalgo Bay: works by Marie Dolchan for drawings and
paintings.
Danielson said the new stop added this year to the Trolley
Hop is the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center. the site of rhe
former post office.
"We're exdtl!d about it because it's at the old post office,
the Miller Center, and it'll have 47 different artists in that
exhibit," Danielson said.
Danielson said there is also a more interactive part of the
evening for the gallery-hoppers in the wqrks.
''One thing that Mary (van Wassenhove) is working on is
kind of a visual scavenger hunt," Danielson said. "It'll help
people look at things and tell you info about the artists and
things like that."
.
Each exhibition is free, and there are no trolley fees for the
evening. Danielson said most of the locations will serve
rl'frcshments. Danielson said she encourages University students to attenl1 the Trolley Hop and recalls speaking to an
attendee last year who participated wjth her two kids.
"She said that what she loved was her two elementary kids
were having a conversation with college students about what
they saw and what they were going to see," Danielson said. "Jt
was just a real fun kind of community night."
For more information on the trolley route including a
timetable for the trolley stops, visit murrayartguild.org.
Contact Haync.•s at jcssica.hayncs@murraystate.cdu.
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Plan a wedding without emptying your pockets
Jamie Booth
Staff writer

Many girls remember putting on pretend weddings with Barbie and Ken dolls. From then on, the
perfect wedding has been planned in those minds,
waiting for the day when that dream becomes a glorious, flower-filled reality. However, at 8 years old,
girls did not think about the fact that their dream
wedding was going to cost money, and probably
lots of it. This is the predicament many young
women find themselves in when they decide to say
"I do."
College already means not a lack of funds and
getting married in college means even less money.
Theknot.com estimates the average wedding costs
more than $27,000. That's a lot of money, especially
on top of tuition. books and housing. But most wedding planners and wedding specialists know college
students often have a hard time coming up with the
funds for a $20K wedding. And, luckily for college
girls, they know how to make your dream wedding
come true on the budget you need.
There arc hundreds of websites designed to help
couples plan their low budget wedding, including
Theknot.com. This website offers an interactive
budgeter allowing the couple to fill in the monetary
information for everything they will need and then
where they spend a little extra and where not to

spend too much. The site is also full of stories of
other couples who married on a budget, articles on
how to stretch your dollar and where to find the
best deals and tips for do-it-yourself projects on all
kinds of wedding goods. You must have a free membership with the website to use their budgeter and
other handy tools. Also, this website plans on a
budget of around $10,000. If this is a little high, do
not worry, there are plenty of other quality websites that can help you pull off your wedding for
much less.
Weddingplanningonabudget.com is a resource
for anyone wanting to plan a wedding for $5,000
and under. The site is full of articles, can help you
find cheap flights and has a free budget spreadsheet
to get you started with money management.
Lowbudget.com offers an ebook with tons of tips
for wedding planning on a low budget. It covers
everything from flower arrangements to wedding
attire.
A few of the main tips found on these websites
include doing things yourself and building up connections with people who can provide services for
free or for a lower price. If you have a friend, or
know of someone on campus who is a photography
srudent, ask them to take your pictures. Finding
someone you know or have a connection with to
make your cake and cater can also be cheaper than
hiring n restaurant or bakery. Make your own table

File photo

Don't let lack of funds hinder your dream weddinQ.
displays and flower arrangements. There are plenty
of instructions on these websites and others for
how to make beautiful crafts that could serve as
decorations and displays. Shop around to fmd the
best deals on dresses and tuxedos. Start early on
finding cheap plane tickets and hotel rooms.
Reserve your venues in advance to save money and
time.
Don't give up on your wedding dreams just yet,
girls. There are plenty of ways to save and still have
the wedding you've been waiting for.
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Our 'Registered ~rida{ Couy{es
Sara (]3ut[er ctl qregory (ji[6ert
}l m6er }l ncferson ctl (J>atric~Jfarris
f£{iza6etli Lee ctl (Ryan 9.1.olir
f£wa Wantufo~ ctl Cfiris Wi[fiams
Janessa 9.1.orton ctl Cliris ~sencfes
Lauren (]Janie[ ctlrrim Vfsetfz
(]3fair Lane ctl rtyfer (]3rocftman
Jennifer Vincent et Josfi cmce
1(issa O'J.fea[ el Luk.§ (])i66[e
1(ri.sti Jfintz el CJ?.yan (]'ick,§ns
Lincfa (])inli d (]3ryan J{~on
?rtegan Cofson ctl Scottie }1.cfams
rr'ara Prencfi ctl CJ3i[[y Ward
(]3rittany (])avis ctl Wztfiam fl?.iggs
J{o[[y }1.t~.fnson d CJ3rian rtunzer
Lauren Jfarfan d Josfz CJ3urzynskj
<Rgcfie[Snycfer d Jason 9.1.cCuiston
Tiffany Sliem·we[[ d}1.aron Cfayton
CJ3rittany (j(oss d 'IJ Jfargro6e
Jordan rrliompson ctl Josli (])oggett
CJ3ritni Su[Civan d Josh 'l(frr
qeorgena Ware d Cfzris Tay[or
Stacey Jfa{[ ctl :M.icfzae[Stick.§igfer
Cliarfsie rtoung d Jesse Wi[fiams

'Registries and (jifts
1205 Chestnut Street - Murray KY
270·753·1851

12 months before
- Announce engagement
- Choose date
- Choose/reserve location
- Begin guest list
- Pick attendants
- Shop for dress
- Purchase wedding planner
6-9 months before
- Choose gift registries
- Order gown/accessories
- Shop for bridemaids dresses
- Find officiant for ceremony
- Book musicians. photographer. videographer. caterer, florist
4-6 months before
- Order invitations
- Purchase wedding favors
- Purchase decorations
- Book honeymoon. get travel documents
- Finalize guest list
2-4 months before
- Order tuxedos
- Meet with caterer/order cake
- Meet with officiant to discuss details
- Purchase wedding rings
- Choose rehearsal dinner location
1-2 months before
- Send invitations/directions
- File name change documents
- Pick up marriage license
- Print ceremony programs
- Schedule hair/makeup stylists
2 weeks to 1month before
- Meet with photographer to finalize photo list
- Confirm flower order
- Finalize music/song lists
- Schedule final wedding dress fitting
1week before
- Pick up dress
- Pack for honeymoon
The day before
- Attend rehearsal/dinner
WeddinQ Day
- Wake up early for "me" time
- Eat a healthy breakfast
- Enjoy your wedding
Information courtesy of Littleweddmgguide.com
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Love, lack thereof makes for entertaining flicks
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Jessica Haynes
Staff writer

Wedding movies are not particularly among the cinematic masterpieces that win Academy Awards every year, but instead their purpose lies in an escape, be it
a romantic comedy for a bride-to-be or dry, crude humor for the groom who is about to give up his freedom to holy matrimony. If you are stressing about your
upcoming life-changing commitment, give some of these movies a try, compiled from many top-10 lists of various entertainment .yebsites.

.

.

Best of the Best
·My Best Friend's Wedding (1997) Julia Roberts, Dermot Mulroney and Cameron Diaz.
·Father of the Bride (1950) Spencer Tracy, Joan Bennett and Elizabeth Taylor.
·The Wedqing Planner (2001) Jennifer Lopez, Matthew McConaughey and Bridgette Wilson.
·My Big Fat Greek Wedding (2002) Nia Vardalos, John Corbett and Michael Constantine.
·The Wedding Singer (1998) Adam Sandler, Drew Barrymore and Chnstine Taylor.
·Four Weddings and a Funeral (1994) Hugh Grant Andie MacDowell and James Fleet.
·Runaway Bride (1999) Julia Roberts. Richard Gere and Joan Cusack.
·It Had to Be You (2000) Natasha Henstridge, Michael Vartan and Michael Rispoli.
·27 Dresses (2008) Katherine Heigl, James Marsden and Malin Akerman.
·The Birdcage (1996) Robin Williams, Nathan Lane and Gene Hackman.

Honorable Mentions:
·The Wedding Crashers (2005) Owen Wilson, Vince Vaughn and Ra~hel McAdams.
·In & Out (1997) Kevin Kline, Joan Cusack and Tom Selleck.
·Monsoon Wedding (2001) Naseeruddin Shah, Lillete Dubey and Shefali Shetty.
·Bride Wars (2009) Kate Hudson, Anne Hathaway and Candice Bergen.
·Meet the Parents (2000) Ben Stiller, Robert De Niro and Teri Polo.

Images courter;y of allmoviephoto.com
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Fool~proof

groom's guide
r£mi{y Putre[[ e:l Cliris Pik.f
Sara (Butfer e:l qregory (ii[6ert
}lmy 9vte[vin e:l9vtattliew 9vlidd[e6rook.§
Lauren ([)anief e:l Tim Vfsetli
.
(Bfair Lane e:l7Jfer (Broc~man
Linda ([)inti e:l (Bryan :N~on
1(risti Jfintz e:l(}?yan Pick.gllS
Jfo[{y :Nefson e:l Logan Scliwettman
Jfeatfzer Coffins e:l Sliawn 9vlcC[ure
(Brittany ([)avis e:l Wi[fiam r.R.iggs
(Brittany C}?JJss e:l rr'.J. Jfargrove
9vla[[ory :Ne[tner e:l qreg (}?yan
(Brittni Su[fivan e:l Josli 1(err
Cliarfsie r'foung e:l Jesse Wi[fiam

13rida{'R£gistry & Yifts
303 N. 12th Street • Murray • (270) 759-2100
~ l onday-Friday 10.\..\t-SP:\1 • Saturday 10.\.\t-2P~ I

You popped the question, but now what? Your bride-to-be
has dreamed about her wedding day for years. But don't
make her plan it on her own. While she will want to be handson in most steps of the process. take the initiative to help
out She may not want you to pick out her dress or flowers,
but a little help with the scheduling, booking and planning of
the ceremony would be appreciated, or else you may have a
bridezilla on your hands. Here are some things your brideto-be should be comfortable in letting you pilot (or co-pilot).

-

Ch.oose best man and groomsmen
Select wedding attire for the men
Get you.and groomsmen measure for tuxedos
Arrange transportation to ceremony/reception
Arrange accomodations for out-of-town guests
Purchase gift for bride-to-be
Purchase gifts for groomsmen
Obtain marriage license
Plan rehearsal dinner
Prepare toast tor rehearsal dinner
Prepare speech for reception
Set budget
Finalize date, time and location
Select officiant
Book reception location
Draft guest list
Order and mail invitations
Plan reception menu
Hire photographer/videographer ·
Create gift registry
·
Plan honeymoon
For more information on your duties
as groom, visit Groomgrove.com.
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RACER ENGAGEMENTS
Jessica Nail & Logan Davis

Middle school sweethearts to wed
John Walker
Staff writer

Few married couples can say they
met in college. Fewer can say they
met in high school. But for one cou~
p le, it all began in middle school.
Logan Davis, senior from Boaz, Ky.,
and member of Lambda Chi Alpha,
met Jessica NaB, senior from Water
Valley, Ky., and member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha, while they were both in
the eighth grade and living in Graves
County, Ky.
Davis said he walked all the way to
his future fiance's house to ask her
out that year.
"I asked one of her friends whether
or not she liked me," Davis said.
"Because I wasn't going to ask her
out unless 1 knew she liked me."
Nall said she liked Davis, but she

Photo courtesy oi Facebook.com

Jessica Nail and logan Davis, who began dating In eighth grade. plan to marry In the next two years.
eight h grade was difficu lt, but has
also knew he liked her friend too, and
been successful because their relawas unsure about the boy who
tionship's relies on more than love.
walked to her house to ask her out.
She said staying together since the
''Communication, appreciation and

The Cherry Tree Florists & Gifts

trust," Nall said. "They are the most
important aspects of any relationship.
Nall said the years have made their
relationship stronger.
"Some people grow apart a lot of
the time," she said. But we have been
able to grow together throughout
high school and even more so in college."
Davis said he believes communication p lays a big role in ever y relationship.
"That's a big key," Davis said. "Not
just to communicate but learning
how to communicate. Just really
understanding that if you have a
problem then to communicate that
and not let it fester."
The couple said they plan on marrying somet ime in the next two
years.

Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!
$150 Value (No Obligation - Nothing to Pay) $150 Value
This entire examination Is free. If y ou want more

care and treatment, we do all the paperwork.

ou may have one of these 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!
•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Heck Pain
•lndiQestlon

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down Legs
•Muscle Spasms

•Numb Fingers
•Hlp Pain
•Tight Muscles
•Aching Feet

FIND OUT HOW whether careful, professional
chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains.
This examination normally cost $1 SO or more.
It will Include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neuroloQical test, a spinal aiiQnment
check, an examination for restricted or excess motion
In the spine, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
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DISCLAIMER: Any person responsible for payment hos a rlqht to
refuse to pay within 72 hoUrs of respondlnq to this advertisement.

VISIT heskettchiro.net

110 North 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
(270) 761-4438

Mon.-Fri. 8AM-SPM
Saturday 8AM-2PM
Sunday Closed

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
1703HWY. 121 NorthByposs•Murray,KY42071•759-1117
It's not about your back, It's about your health.
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THE JEWEL OF DOWNTOWN
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